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THE MIXTURES:
Henry Ford; Home
Away From Home
(Polydor 2058-103).

A very important disc
for the Aussie boys,
following "Pushbike." It's
not that same basic
catchiness plus the
good-time chugging,
chuckling sort of backing.
It's not very ambitious or
anything, just a drawling
sort of performance. Truth
to tell, it didn't do much
for me, but there is that
aura of amiability which
will surely take it into the
charts. Gimmicky
sound -effects mid -way. But
it's the rhythm that scores
most. - CHART CERT.

CROSSWINDS: Time
(Columbia). Plaintive and
nostalgic little song -
pensive lead voice and
smoothly -harmonised
group sounds, but it drags
a bit.

BARRACADE: Pride
Comes Before A Fall
(Epic). An Easterby-
Champ commercial
production which has
already been released in
the States. Pretty direct
stuff, but lifted high
indeed . by the voice of
ex -Plastic Penny man Brian
Keith. Could make it.
IRON HORSE: The Obeah
Man (Bell). Despite
competition, this is okay
for sound and built round
African rhythms that are
tight enough, exciting
enough, to demand a bit of
attention.

DRAFI: United (Decca).
Familiar theme on the old
peace -and -love theme, with
a soaringly effective lead
voice. A bit hymnal in
style, but the sort of thing
that does occasionally take
off.

ALAN RANDALL: Mrs
Hanky Panky's Fancy Man
(M A M ). The George
Formby man, but this time
on a specially -written song,
a novelty piece, by Tony
Hatch and Jackie Trent.
Catchy little theme, with
ukelele.

THE ETHIOPANS: Love
Bug (GG). Chug -a -jug
reggae, with a deep lead
voice. Easy -moving
mid -tempo material, but
nothing to suggest
stand -out chances.
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RINGO STARR: It
Don't Come Easy;
Early 1970 (Apple R
5898)

Quite probably a hit
even if Ringo had been
reading the telephone direc-
tory. As it is, it's a
repetitive, well -produced
song of his own - about
various subjects, with fine
guitar and drum work
helping out Ringo's faintly
strangulated tones. At first
hearing, it didn't mean
much - but it has a built-in
grow -on -you appeal.
Should make the Top Five
... easy. The flip contains
some pertinent comments
on how the Beatles as
individuals are getting on -
with Kazoo sounds and a
country feel to it all. Don't
miss this side. - CHART
CERT.

RINGO: STRANGULATED TONES

EMPEROR ROSKO: The
Customs Man (B and C).
Electronic and gravely, a
catchy song basically with
Rosko not really stretching
his vocal chords. But a fair
enough novelty.

GREENFIELD: Sweet
America (Philips). Rather a
hymnal offering. All
delivered with suitably
serious voice, plus group
chorus work. Organ adds
to the moodiness.

DR MARIGOLD'S
PRESCRIPTION: Muddy
Water (Bell). A basically
very commercial group,
though this isn't their most
commercial song. All the
same, it has sing -along
moments, some gimmicky
vocal tricks - and a

consistently hard -driving
beat. Could just click.

CHOPPER: Singer Without
A Song (Decca). This is a
good production which
moves along a bit. Maybe
not predictably a seller,
because of a formless spell
here and there, but good
pop - and well performed.

DONNA HIGHTOWER: If
You Hold My Hand
(Decca). Winning song
from the Costa del Sol
festival, clear -edged reading
which makes the most of
the lyrics. This one could
easily register, given the.
plugs.

BEV HARRELL: Back To
The People (Bell). Maurice
Gibb production, and a
pretty big one with choir
and orchestra stirring it up
behind a distinctive girl. A
full, mature and interesting
voice.
CHART CHANCE.

House Party follow-up

SHOWSTOPPE RS

THE SHOWSTOPPERS:
Reach In The Goody Bag;
How Do You Feel (Beacon
BEA 177). "Ain't Nothing
But A House -Party" made it
twice, of course - and this
is technically the official
follow-up. It's up -tempo
sould with some good
American -style harmonic
touches and a few moments
of real searing brass. Some
excellent punching
drumming helps it along -
maybe it's a shade over -fast,
but the sound is good. -

CHART CHANCE

WALKER: Hear My
Heart (Jackpot).
Sometimes near the
anguished bit, this - a

reggae -clad plea from the
heart. Very much a
specialist performance.

1984: Little Girl (Decca).
Fair enough group, but the
material gets a strangely
accented treatment which
puts it into about three
categories at once. A
clipped sort of sound,
chattingly so.

GUY FLETCHER: Mary In
The Morning; Make Me
Stand Again (Philips 600
020). A highly -touted new
vocal talent, though Guy
has done well before as a
song -writer. Certainly an
expressive voice, simply
backer here early on, and it
could be that it takes a bit
too long to get under way.
But the chorus is splendid,
romantic and commercial -
swirling strings emphasise
the sentimentality. At least
a . . . CHART CHANCE.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS:
Midnight Man; The Sky's.
The Limit (Philips 6006
102). What scores here is
the imaginative percussion.
Song is familiar enough, in
theme and style, but there is
that little bit extra - could
do enough to overcome the
obvious lack of name value.
There's soul there in the
vocal setting, even if it
emerges as a bit repetitious.
Still, one to hear. - CHART
CHANCE.

BLACK SWAN: Echoes and
Rainbows (Ember). One-
man "group" - real name
Jean Marc Bridge. He sings
the lot, playes the lot. A fair
example of his imagination.
and thinking, but rather
over -confused for chart
chances.

EXUMA: Exuma, The
Obeah Man (Mercury). Wild
Afro -rhythms, with a

hollering vocal approach
which creates fair
excitement. But not really
for the wide, general taste,
I'd say.

ETHNA CAMPBELL: The
Old Rugged Cross (Philips).
Traditional air given a

solemn, religious sort of
reading from a girl with a
distinctive voice.

LEE LYNCH: The Call
(Ember). Written by the
"Snowbird" composer - a
considerable performance
by Lee, who might well hit
the charts. It has a
country -ballad feel to it,
story -line lyrics - and a
fair dollop of emotion.

DAVE BARKER: Groove
Me (Upsetter). Lots of "oh
baby" exclamations in this
reggae production. Pretty
commercial -sounding song,
but very jerky and
danceable. Slightly
overdone in parts.

BYRON LEE AND THE
DRAGONAIRES: One Bad
Apple (Duke).
Easy -moving team, this.
Song extends Byron's
personal range, vocally,
and it's a message song in a
way.

LLOYD CLARKE: Love
You The Most (Black
Swan). Lloyd has an
eloquent voice which
shows up well enough on
this sentimental slice of
reggae. One of the better
releases in this field.

PETER

JONES
ON THE
NEW
SINGLES

AMERICAN
RELEASES

BOB & EARL: Harlem
Shuffle (Jay Boy 25).
The old Bob & Earl
standard still up to par
and liable to do well in
clubs. Great all round.

MARTY ROBBINS:
Tonight Carmen (CBS
7149). Strictly western
ballad riddled with
Alpert -like brass and
Mexican guitar -- a story
song similar in design to
the great 'El Paso' with
Marty singing as well as
ever. Nice for the
country faction.

TOMMY CASH: So This Is
Love (Epic 7136).
Johnny's brother
Tommy with a voice
very close to his famous
relation. Same deep
tone, same hissing 'S'
sound in his speech -
could have been Johnny
except for the more
advanced guitar and
bouncier production.
Good C & W

LYNN ANDERSON:
Promises, Promises (M
& M 10088). Much
faster than 'Rose
Garden'
steel guitar and banjo.
Hook phrase and
interpretation are more
than adequate to cause
interest, but might be a
little too countrified for
the pop charts.

THE TOKENS: She Lets
Her Hair Down (Buddah
2011 069). Two old
standards, the 'B' side
being the incredible 'The
Lion Sleeps Tonight'. As
a re-release, it will be of
interest to those who
haven't been able to find
the songs, but probably
won't show in the
charts. Still remains as
two great sounds.

KING BISCUIT BOY:
Corrina (Paramount
3012). The old
folk -blues standard given
an R&B treatment, but
tastefully. Good harp
sound and good vocals.

POCO: C'mon (7138). One
of America's pet groups
at the moment displays
instrumental capacity
above most, but the
sheer concentration of
sounds and lack of real
pattern seems to
eliminate it from the
English, more
conservative, market.

TAMMY WYNETTE:
Stand By Your Man
(Epic 7137). Soft and
silky steel back
velvet -voiced Tammy on
a sob story ballad that
builds in intensity. Good
melody line and sensible
treatment will make this
very popular on the
western front.

BILL ANDERSON Wild
Weekend (MCA 1134).
Nice jumpy western
dittie - no relation to
the big hit of the fifties
- with straight
treatment and flowing
steel guitar. A good
sound on a fair song.

TONY LEE SYBERT: Hot
Pants (CBS 7102). I

don't think anyone will
pant much over this
gimmick song. Pretty
ordinary vocals and
backing on a

country -pop song with
guess what catch phrase.

DODOS: Honey (I Need
Your Love) (Spark
1051). Bass line to this
R&B number is much
like JJ & the
Bandwagon's 'Same Old
Song', but this one
doesn't have the melody
strength. Production
and style are admirable,
just needs originality
and a better tone.

STAPLE SINGERS: Heavy
Makes You Happy (Sha
Na Boom Boom) (Stax
2025 019). Brassy R&B
with electric piano and
group vocals change the
style of Bobby Bloom's
song in a good way.
Beautifully backed and a
variety of good solo
vocals make it a

colourful record, good
to the last drop.

DUFFY POWER:
Hummingbird (Epic
7139). Very odd melody
line on a lyric very
powerful. Female
backing lends intensity,
but this won't be an
instant. Nice piano and
Duffy sings with feeling
for the subject. Birds
will love it.

GENE VINCENT: The
Day The World Turned
Blue (Kama Sutra 2013
018). A slow ballad,
possibly disappointing
to Vincent's rock 'n' roll
fans, but nevertheless,
appealing in its melodic
beauty. He sings with
tearful emotion on an
ordinary song with some
pleasant backing.

DION: Close To It All
(Warner Bros 6120).
Further exploration in
Dion's new, quieter
image. Subdued
orchestration surrounds
his acoustic guitar on
this Melanie song - an
environmental piece
about realising the world
you live in. Dion's voice
isn't as effective on this
type of lyric song as
Melanie's is, but its a

fresh outlook. It doesn't
appear to have enough,
character to become a
hit , but it will make
good listening.

PARTRIDGE FAMILY:
Doesn't Somebody Want
To Be Wanted (Bell
1150). Beatier than their
last and sung with better
quality harmonies - an
altogether better record
than 'I Think I Love
You' and it wasn't a

;:ilure by any means.
Message plea includes
nasal American lecture
in the middle to add
atmospheric variation to
the other sections of a

arranged single.


